The Internet e-mail service based on SMTP protocol is an important information infrastructure. Meanwhile, the instant messaging becomes an emerging Internet application. This paper presents a security e-mail system based on instant messaging protocol to resolve the problem of SPAM. After introducing the design of architecture, client system and server system, this paper presents the security and reputation mechanism. To support the incremental deployment, this paper also discusses the interoperation between XMPP based e-mail system and SMTP based system, and presents the solution for transition from current e-mail system to the new system.
Introduction
E The Internet e-mail service based on SMTP protocol is an important information infrastructure for both the business and daily life. However it is reported that SPAM comprised 79% of business email (Claburn, 2004) . Then the security email system is an import research topic. Many solutions (Carreras and Marquez, 2001; Cranor and Lamacchia, 1998; Graham, 2003 ; http://www.email-policy.com/Spam-black-lists.htm) have been proposed, but they are not effective in every case and may make the ham e-mails as spam, which makes serious influence to users. The SMTP-based e-mail service has been widely used for a long time. As a result, it is very difficult for improving or deploying new technologies on such a huge 'legacy system'.
Although prevailing work concentrates on updating existing antispam methods, some diverts its focus to new methods based on trust and reputation mechanism (Golbeck and Hendler, 2004; Kamvar et al., 2003; Chirita et al., 2005) . With the support of reputation mechanism, we could get a trustworthy e-mail service environment and make antispam more effective. But in such a spoofable SMTP environment, reputation mechanism can not work effectively. Even with authentication technologies, the cost and feasibility of deploying them on such legacy system are too high to be ignored. Thus, making a trustworthy e-mail environment in SMTP network will be very hard.
Building a mail service based on new standard is another solution, and people have made some progress. In this paper, we introduce SureMsg: a trustworthy e-mail service based on XMPP protocol and enhanced with trust and reputation mechanism. By leveraging the security mechanisms provided by XMPP and the characteristics of Instant Messaging (IM) service, a trustworthy e-mail system is established with the help of reputation mechanism.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the relevant work on new e-mail system related to XMPP. In Section 3, the system architecture of SureMsg is presented. In Section 4, we describe how to build trustworthy and reputation mechanism. In Section 5, we introduce the principle on transition from current e-mail system. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related work
XMPP is a protocol for streaming XML elements in order to exchange structured information close to real time between any two network end points (Saint-Andre, 2004) . It is a XML-based protocol and provides fully asynchronous data transferring, widely used in IM services. The XMPP has built-in security mechanisms in order to prevent spoofing. Since 2000, there are already 10,000 public XMPP servers running around the world, let alone many internal XMPP servers in companies (Devrieze, 2005) . As it is such a huge trustworthy network since all servers support antispoofing technology, the XMPP network is suitable to build a new mail service. Up to now, two new e-mail systems related to XMPP were proposed: Internet Mail 2000 (http://homepages.tesco.net/ J.deBoynePollard/Proposals/IM2000/) and Instant Mail (Devrieze, 2005) .
In IM2000, receiver-pull model is used for mail delivery instead of sender-push one in SMTP. Mail is stored on sender side and receivers initiate to pull the mail. This kind of mail delivery model makes senders know whether the receiver has taken over the mail, on the other hand, since spammers need to store and manage e-mails on their own mail servers (only receivers accepted ones will be transferred); it becomes relatively easier to prevent spammers sending countless spam.
IMail is another solution in building new mail service based on XMPP. As Figure 1 shows, the Instant Mail Component takes the responsibility of transferring and converting the mail, just like a gateway. It also makes use of WEBDAV network to store the e-mails' attachments and decrease the burden of XMPP server. 
SureMsg overview
SureMsg service has the following features:
• Providing a mail service based on XMPP protocol
• In order to increase the efficiency of mail transferring, SureMsg uses two main strategies in mail transferring from senders to receivers:
• exploiting end-to-end data transfer just like file transferring in IM service, together with server relay method
• the message will be segmented during transfer through server, and assembled on receiver side
• Providing an antispam method by leveraging contact-list mechanism based on IM service and the reputation network building on XMPP network. Figure 2 shows the architecture of SureMsg. Entities included in SureMsg are:
• SureMsg server. It takes the main responsibility of mail services, and communicates with Reputation Server, providing reputation information and requiring reputation score from Reputation Server.
• SureMsg client. It is used to edit, send and receive e-mails (or blocks). It also provides interfaces for users to configure blacklist and reputation threshold information, which is useful in antispamming. Here, blacklisting method is supported by extending the contact-list mechanism provided by IM service.
• Mail store. It stores e-mails for receivers who are offline and can not get e-mail at that moment.
• Reputation server. It collects reputation information from SureMsg Server and other Reputation Servers in remote domain, computing reputation score for senders in local domain and distributing necessary information to the request. Receivers configure the blacklist and reputation threshold information through SureMsg Client and such information will be stored on SureMsg Server. Before sending out mail, the sender client will request the server first (using Info/Query mechanism provided by XMPP) to make sure that mail is allowed by receivers. The response to senders depends on the receiver's blacklist and the reputation threshold information that is stored on server. If the sender is not in blacklist, or if he is a stranger to receiver but his reputation score getting from local Reputation Server is higher than threshold, server will respond to sender that receiver wish to pull the mail. After that, server requests sender to pull the mail, and mail will be transferred either by end-to-end or server-relay mode, depending on whether the receiver is online or the end-to-end transferring is allowed (clients may be behind NAT or firewall). When segmenting/assembling the message, the responsibility of maintaining the state of message blocks and splitting/recomposing them will be taken by sender and receiver clients.
SureMsg server
The server describing here includes SureMsg Server and Reputation Server entities, as shown in Figure 2 . The Reputation Server can be implemented as a server-side component plugging into current extended XMPP server. The server's main responsibilities are:
• authenticating the user to avoid spoofing
• relaying negotiation information between clients
• recording the action about sender (how many of his mails are rejected by receivers)
• storing the offline mail (or packets) for receivers
• maintaining blacklist and reputation threshold information that are configured by receivers
• collecting reputation information, computing reputation score and distributing them to the one who required the score.
Our server is designed on current XMPP-based IM server. Figure 3 shows the architecture of normal XMPP IM server: Client-to-Server (C2S) and Server-to-Server (S2S) modules take the responsibility of communicating and authenticating with clients and remote server, respectively. Session-Management (SM) module focuses on main IM services and Router takes charge of intermodule communication. We extend functions and add new modules on normal XMPP servers to support our SureMsg services. Figure 4 shows the architecture of SureMsg server that is extended by normal XMPP IM server: we make use of C2S and C2S to support authenticating users and remote servers, and the functions of SM module are extended to maintain senders' action information and support filtering mail-sending requests depending on blacklist and reputation threshold. Also, SM maintains senders' action information and offline mails (or packets) for receivers, which are stored in Sender Action Information Store and Mail Store, respectively. 
SureMsg client
Clients take charge of:
• editing, sending and receiving e-mail (or e-mail packets)
• splitting mails or recomposing mail packets
• maintaining state of e-mail packets
• supporting interface to users for configuring blacklist and reputation threshold information. Figure 5 shows the architecture of client. 
Trustworthy and reputation mechanism in SureMsg
To build reputation mechanism and antispam, two steps should be finished: first, collecting reputation information and building a reputation network, then defining the reputation computing model to figure out the reputation score. In traditional reputation-based antispam methods, the reputation information is collected through e-mail header (To, Cc or Bcc) (Kamvar et al., 2003; Chirita et al., 2005) , e-mail address books or other projects that provide reputation mechanism (Golbeck and Hendler, 2004) . The sender spoofing is very easy in SMTP network, thus, making use of spoofed e-mail header that will collect inaccurate reputation information which influences the effect of antispam solution. Furthermore, e-mail address books can comprise old or outdated information, and they are private and would have to be released manually by the owner to the server, so that it is hard for the server to make use of such information.
Comparing with traditional SMTP network, IM network based on XMPP have two main advantages in building reputation-based antispam solution: antispoofing guarantee and contact-list mechanism. The contact-list mechanism is one of the features in IM service. It has the same function as address books, but the contact-list information is maintained by IM server. In this way, server can collect such information easily and provide more effective factors when defining reputation computing model. Furthermore, the (http://www.xmpp.org/extensions/xep-0012.html) mechanism supported by XMPP can guarantee if the data in the contact list are old or outdated.
Bootstrapping the reputation network
In order to compute a value for each SureMsg user, we need to create a reputation network. SureMsg firstly collects data from contact-list information and aggregates them into a single whitelist-based reputation network. Figure 6 depicts such reputation network graph (named as G1). Nodes in graph G1 represent the users in SureMsg network. A has added B, D, F into his contact list; B has added C, etc. These actions are interpreted as trust votes, e.g., from A towards B, D, F and depicted in G1 using arrows. And secondly, SureMsg forms a single blacklist-based reputation network in the same way as G1. Figure 7 depicts such network graph (named as G2). G2 is formed by collecting data from blacklist information, which are configured by users and stored on SureMsg server. A has added B, D into his blacklist; C has added D, etc. These actions are interpreted as untrust votes, e.g., from A towards B, D and depicted in G2 using arrows. And now we define two 0-1 matrix M1, M2, they represent adjoin matrix to G1 and G2, respectively. For M1, aij = 1 represents that node j has added node i into his contact list. And similarly, bij = 1 in M2 represents that node j has added node i into his blacklist.
Algorithms for reputation calculating
We calculate two kinds of values in SureMsg system: local trust value and global reputation value. When stranger C wants to communicate with A, a local trust value (if it exists) to C will be calculated first to A. Otherwise, a global reputation value will be calculated. The calculation of the local trust value in SureMsg is based on such principles:
• Trust transitivity (Josang et al., 2005) . If A trusts B (B exists in A's contact list) and B trusts C, then we can confirm that A will also trust C on the recommendation from B.
• Compared with the user who has lower reputation value, users with higher reputation value will influence more heavily when rating to other user.
Based on such principles, in order to calculate the local trust value to C, which is relative to A, we can represent the algorithms like this:
• From the graph G1 defined in Section 4.1, find all achievable paths from A to C, named as Spath.
• For each path in Spath, calculating the weighted average:
where i is the node from C to the node next to A in this path, and Ti is the global reputation value to node i, and weighted value:
where hop(i, C) is the number of hop from node i to C.
• For each Ew to path, calculating the weighted average value:
where w'i is the weighted value for Ew(i), and the higher of the Ew(i), the larger the w'i is. Finally, the LTac is the local trust value to C (relative to A).
When calculating the global reputation value to a SureMsg user, we follow such principle: a user who is added by many of the users whose reputation values are high, will surely be a guy with high reputation value. Such principle is similar with the one that Google PageRank followed. Our algorithm will use PageRank for reference. The algorithm is represented like this:
• For each non-zero column vector Vcol in matrix M1 (defined in Section 4.1), let Vcol = Vcol/num(Vcol), where function num(Vcol) calculates the quantity of non-zero elements in Vcol.
• After step 1, M1 changed to M1', calculating the eigenvector E of M1' when eigenvalue equals one.
• Seperating each element in E into two sets: Swhite-hign and Swhite-low, the former one is the elements in E whose value is higher than 1/n, and the latter one is smaller ones.
• Define a column vector Vblack, in which element bi = num(Virow), where Virow is the i th row vector in M2 (defined in Section 4.1) and function num(Virow) gets the quantity of nonzero element in Virow.
• Separating each element in Vblack into two sets: Sblack-high and Sblack-low, the former one is the elements whose value in Vblack is higher than
and the latter one is the smaller ones.
Based on two pairs of sets: Swhite-high/Swhite-low and Sblack-high/Sblack-low, we can get the global reputation value for most of the common users. Commonly, an ordinary user is either with high white value and low black value (Swhite-hign and Sblack-low) or with low white value and high black one (Swhite-low and Sblack-high). Sometimes, we meet with the attack of malicious collectives, which may disturb the accuracy of the reputation mechanism. We will discuss how to avoid such attack later.
The architecture for reputation system
For one domain, the architecture of reputation system is based on client-server model. The reputation server collects data and calculates the local trust and global reputation value for every user in its domain. It also distributes the value to every requestor. Figure 8 shows the architecture in one domain.
Figure 8
The architecture of reputation system in one-domain environment When considering multidomains situation, the architecture will be showed in Figure 9 . A trustable Register Server is used to record the nodes that provide SureMsg-based reputation service. The reputation servers register themselves to and search for appointed server from Register Server, and they will communicate with each other in P2P model.
When discussing the method for calculating and distributing reputation value in multidomain environment, there are two solutions for us to select:
• Solution 1. The Register Server collects the contact list and blacklist information from all of the registered reputation servers and forms a global view of reputation network. It will calculate the local trust and global reputation value under the help of the global view. In order to decrease the burden of the interaction between Register Server and reputation servers, the latter ones will cache the reputation value for their own domain. When a reputation server wants to know the user's reputation value who belongs to another domain, it will request to the server in that domain and the responder either return the cache value or request to the Register Server for result and cache it.
• Solution 2. Like solution 1, Register Server will collect the information from registered reputation servers. But instead of calculating the values by itself, the Register Server will let the servers do it by themselves: When a server request to Register Server for a user A's reputation value, the Register Server will check the contact list and blacklist information and redirect the requestor to the reputation servers whose users have interacts with A (who have added A into contact list or blacklist). After redirection, the responders will calculate A's reputation value that is relative to its domain. The requester calculate a weighted average value from all results as A's reputation value.
Compared to Solution 1, Solution 2 decreases the computation burden for Register Server, but Solution 1 can get a more accurate reputation value from the global view of reputation network.
Figure 9
The architecture for reputation system in multi-domain environment
Related problems
In this section, we will discuss some attacks that SureMsg may encounter in reputation service, and show our solutions to those attacks. The reputation mechanism in SureMsg may encounter with such spammer attacks:
• Malicious collectives attack. Spammers may unite to form some malicious collectives to boost some users to increase their reputation values or impute some victims to decrease their reputation values.
• One time used identity attack (Chirita et al., 2005) shows that 95% of the spammer addresses were used only once.
• Zombie users attack. The users who are infected by virus or worms may send spam (always with virus and worms) to his contact-list users.
As we described in Section 3.2, SureMsg server records the sender's action (how many letters were blocked by receivers, Nreject). We will use this information to identify whether a user is boosted or imputed. Table 1 shows the method how to counteract malicious collectives attack. For one time used identity attack, we can increase the cost of registering new account, on the other hand, limiting the sending speed will resist to such attack. Current solutions to resist to zombie attack are not good enough. Commonly, antivirus applications are always used and challenge-response method is useful to check robot autosending action.
Interoperation and transition mechanism
As SMTP network has been existed for more than 20 years, it is impossible for a new e-mail service to replace SMTP service in a short term. As a result, interoperation with current e-mail service is necessary. And what is more, an incremental deployment mechanism to transit the traditional service to our new one is also needed. This section is divided into two parts, which describe the interoperation and transition mechanism, respectively.
Interoperation mechanism
There are two main solutions for heterogeneous services to interoperate with each other: multiprotocols client and server-side gateway. By using multiprotocols client, end users are convenient to communicate with others in different service domains. But it increases the burden of client maintenance and does not have enough stimulation to service provider to take further transition. Compared to the multiprotocols client, the latter solution server-side gateway achieves the server-to-server cooperation and made for further service transition. But some security issues should be considered in such solution. Our solution to achieve interoperating between SureMsg and current e-mail service is based on server-side gateway. Figure 10 shows the basic idea of interoperation between SureMsg and e-mail service.
Figure 10
Interoperation between SureMsg and e-mail service An e-mail server (called Local E-mail Server (LES)) is built for SureMsg users to communicate with SMTP-based e-mail network. It is controlled by SureMsg server and exchange information with SureMsg server and other e-mail servers, just like a gateway between two service networks. With the help of LES server, SureMsg users would not be aware of what kind of user they are communicating with, the interoperation is transparent to them. As concerned above, security issues should be considered in server-side gateway solution. In our gateway-based interoperation mechanism, the deficiencies in SMTP network may be injected into our service. The main security problem is that spammers may forge legal SureMsg address or e-mail address to those controlled by LES service domain, and send sender-spoofed SPAM to SureMsg users. Such problem is serious since the receiver may realise legal senders as spammer and put them into blacklist.
How to filter such sender-spoofed e-mails in our LES server is the key issue. The first step is, the e-mails received by LES server, should be divided into two catalogues: those sent by legal users in LES service domain, and the spoofed ones. Our solution is to keep the SureMsg users from e-mailing with each other through their own LES service domain. Figure 11 shows e-mail action should be forbidden when two SureMsg users communicate. The only way that SureMsg users communicate with each other is the SureMsg service. After such disposal, when LES server receives e-mails whose sender addresses contain LES server domain name, they will be flagged as SPAM by LES server.
Following the forbidden disposal, there are two 'how to' issues should be disposed:
• How to recognise sender-spoofed e-mails in LES server
• How to keep SureMsg users from e-mailing with each other by using LES addresses.
Since SureMsg service is pull-model based, sender should send request query first before sending mails. When server receives such query messages, they could retrieve the receiver address to check whether it is an LES address. Similarly, LES servers should retrieve sender address to check whether it is a LES address in order to distinguish sender-spoofed e-mail.
Figure 11
Architecture for reputation system in multidomain environment
Our solution to these 'how to' issues is, every SureMsg server maintain an information list (called SureMsgInfoList) that contains our trusted servers who support SureMsg service. Every entry in SureMsgInfoList is a two-parameter tuple: the domain name of SureMsg server (sureMsgDomainName) and the domain name of LES server (emailDomainName) controlled by SureMsg server, whose domain name is sureMsgDomainName. We compare the sender (receiver) address with every tuple in SuerMsgInfoList to see whether they are matching. Our solution can be described as flow charts in Figures 12 and 13 . About how to collect information in SureMsgInfoList, manual or automatic methods can both be used. We can leverage the Service Discovery (http://www.jabber.org/ jeps/jep-0030.html) method supported by XMPP protocol to let server automatically discover whether other servers support SureMsg service. 
Transition mechanism
Most of the current solutions to transition from e-mail system are based on extending SMTP protocol. IM2000, together with IMail proposes to extend e-mail header and add new functions to SMTP entities. Such solution may increase the transition complexity. But traditional e-mail service providers are very conservative and cautious, they would not agree to change existing protocol except they find the advantage of new service and giving them prompting on transition.
Our solution to transition is based on the following principles:
• Bootstrapping the transition. We should divide the process of transition into several phases. Different goal should be accomplished according to the situation of the time in different phases.
• Harmonising various profit factors. As far as transition is concerned, end users are not the only focus. The profit of these Service Providers (SP) who provide traditional e-mail service should not be ignored. We should provide an incentive mechanism in order to encourage them to transit from current systems.
We divide transition into three phases: initial phase, metaphase and anaphase:
• Initial phase. In initial phase, SureMsg network is still small, and then users are mainly using e-mail service. E-mail SPs would not provide interoperation with our service proactively. In this phase, we should focus on our own service and the end users. Our aim in this phase is to make more users shifted into SureMsg service from traditional e-mail service, so that a much larger SureMsg network could be formed. At the beginning of this phase, we will adopt 'multiprotocols client' solution to current XMPP-based IM users to extend our service, and then, we will build our gateway-based interoperation solution to communicate proactively with e-mail network so that our service could be accepted by e-mail users.
• Metaphase. In the metaphase, SureMsg network grows larger, e-mail users are shifting into our service. To avoid the loss of end users, e-mail SPs are considering to interoperate with SureMsg service. And in this phase, e-mail SPs are the most important object we should focus on. Our aim in metaphase is to encourage e-mail SPs to deploy SureMsg service. Three advantages will be gained after deploying our services:
• avoid the loss of current end users
• avoid the threat of SPAM
• attract more users into his service domain. Figure 14 shows the solution to deployment of SureMsg service in e-mail network.
As Figure 14 described, we add a local SureMsg server (LSS) controlled by e-mail server to communicate with other SureMsg servers, just like a gateway. Such solution is similar to our interoperation mechanism described above, so our solution is much more feasible than extending SMTP protocol. And what is more, our solution is incremental deployment in that traditional e-mail service, and could be used normally with no affection.
• Anaphase. In the anaphase, SureMsg service has formed a large-scale, allied network. In traditional e-mail network, many e-mail SPs have deployed our solution to supported interoperation with SureMsg service. And they will follow the tendency to transit to pure SureMsg service. In this phase, we hope more e-mail SPs could transit into pure SureMsg network. The solution to achieve such aim not only involves the technical aspect, but also the business and policy aspects, which are beyond the scope of this paper. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce SureMsg, a trustworthy mail service based on XMPP and support reputation-based antispam solution. Comparing with traditional SMTP-based e-mail service, SureMsg has following advantages:
• guarantees the authenticity of sender's identity
• the reputation network we built will be more reliable and effective.
Comparing with other new mail systems (IM2000 and IMail), our solution have below advantages:
• On design. SureMsg using both end-to-end transferring and segment/assemble mechanism, which increases the efficiency of mail delivery and decreases the burden on server.
• On antispam. IMail solution has little discussion on this aspect, and IM2000 uses receiver-pull model to limit the spammer of sending spam, but the solution may be complicated when dealing with users in grey list (neither in white nor blacklist).
As a result, receivers may deal with it manually. In SureMsg, we first use blacklist to filter blocked spammer and if disabled we leverage the reputation-based solution to filter low reputation score strangers.
• On transition support. Firstly, SureMsg service has huge user base, since it is built on current XMPP-based IM network, those who use IM will be our basic users. Secondly, the mail delivery strategy will reduce the burden on server and would not undermine much on IM original performance (real time, etc.). These two aspects strengthen transition. Our solution to transition from current e-mail system avoids extending the SMTP protocol, which increases the feasibility of deployment. And what is more, it supports incremental deployment as described in the above section.
